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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document provides detailed description of the metadata fields stored by EIDR for various types of 
audiovisual assets. 

The manual is based on the EIDR XML Schema. All EIDR schemas are available at 
http://www.eidr.org/schema/1.0/. The eidr-base.xsd file is the starting point for other useful 
information about working with records. 

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the EIDR Technical Overview, especially Section 3, “Data 
Model” and with Sections 3.1, 3.1.1, and 3.1.2 of the EIDR API Overview. The Validation Rules that 
apply when writing content data to the EIDR System are summarized in the EIDR Validation Rules. 

CONVENTIONS: 

Courier typeface is used for strings that users might type such as enumerated values and for system 
output. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT 

An record is defined and described by its metadata. The guide is divided into three major sections for 
different classes of records and relationships: 

• Base Object Type – Describes a set of fields that are common to all content. Some instances of 
Movie, TV (show), Web (original content), and Short (including miscellaneous) Referent Types 
can be defined solely with base data. 

• Derived Types – Objects of derived type include extra metadata (in addition to base metadata). 
The derived object types are: Series, Season, Episode, Clip, Composite, Edit, Encoding, 
Interactive Material, and Language Variant. 

• Other Relationships – Lightweight relationships that connect records after they have been 
created. These are created with a small amount of extra metadata in the child record. 

In order to keep the amount of metadata small, the metadata required for an object has been chosen to 
meet these requirements: 

• To differentiate a particular object from others that may be similar in many aspects but not 
identical and need to be distinguished. (This also helps restrict the creation of duplicate ID’s.) 

• To define relationships among objects. 

• To support the distribution workflow (such as a private sequence number or information about 
a language-only track for mastering onto several different DVDs). 

Not all possible combinations of Referent Type and object type are permissible. For example, a Clip 
object cannot have a Referent Type of Interactive Material. The legal combinations are enforced by the 
system’s Validation Rules, and also described below for each object type.  

One of the advantages of EIDR is that assets can be described in detail and related versions can be 
grouped in parent-child relationships into a tree or graph. The EIDR Referent Types of content records 
can be either a parent or child as follows: 

http://www.eidr.org/schema/1.0/
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• The root of a tree can be any Referent Type except Season: Composite, Interactive Material, 
Movie, Series, Short, TV, Web. 

• Children can be any Referent Type except for Series: Composite, Interactive Material, Movie, 
Season, Short, TV, Web. 

The allowed Referent Type of the parent of a child is restricted as is discussed below in “Derived Types”. 
For example, the parent of a Season cannot be a Movie. 

1.2 HOW TO READ THE TABLES 

There are tables of metadata fields for each data type. For each of the metadata fields listed in this 
document, the following information is presented as columns. 

NAME: The name of the metadata field in the schema. 

CATEGORY: All data fields fall into the following broad categories. 

• Required: Fields required for registration. For child objects (such as series episodes), these fields 
may sometimes be inherited and do not need to be directly provided. This is discussed in detail 
below in the “Derived Types” section. 

• Optional: Fields that are optional. Note that in case of child objects some optional fields can be 
inherited from the parent. Some optional fields are marked Recommended. 

TYPE: The data type of the field is usually a standard programming type such as Boolean, integer or 
string (including enumerated lists), which are expressed in XML as a simpleType (and are given a xs: 
namespace prefix). In some other cases, this is a type referenced in one of the following: 

• MovieLabs Common Metadata (md: prefix) as found at 
http://www.movielabs.com/md/md/v1.0/md.xsd 

• DOI Metadata Kernel (doi: prefix) as found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1000/276 

• DOI version of ISO 3166-1 alpha 2 code as found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1000/279  

If attributes apply, their name and data type will be added to form a list of items enclosed in {} brackets. 
An attribute will be described as optional or else it is required. 

Note that text strings (including enumerations) are not case sensitive. Case can be used, though, to 
improve readability in a user-provided string (for example in a title). 

Some fields are shown with a type of “n/a”, which means that it is a complexType (enclosing element). 
In this case, its sub-elements will be described in a separate details section usually below. 

CARDINALITY: The cardinality for optional fields has a range that starts with 0 (such as “0” or “0-1”). 
Required fields start with 1. Unbounded items have an upper limit of “n” (such as “1-n”). 

Examples of field data are found following the tables in the form of XML output from the REST API. For 
details on generating XML from the Registry see the EIDR REST API Reference and the EIDR API 
Overview. 

NOTE: Explanatory details for the field. 

 

http://www.movielabs.com/md/md/v1.0/md.xsd
http://dx.doi.org/10.1000/276
http://dx.doi.org/10.1000/279
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1.3 EIDR ID’S 

Three types of unique ID’s are used within the EIDR system: 

1. Party ID - This identifies an organization. These are referred to as partyDOIType in the data Type 
column. Parties can be used is several ways in the EIDR system. For example, they can serve as the 
registrant of a content record or be referenced in an asset’s metadata as playing a role in the 
physical production an audiovisual asset. Party ID’s are maintained by the EIDR system 
administrator. The party prefix in the public registry is 10.5237. A party used for registering content 
will have one or more associated users. 

2. User ID - This identifies a user. The user prefix in the public registry is 10.5238. All users are 
associated with a single party. Your EIDR system administrator will supply your user ID and 
associated party. 

3. Asset ID - This identifies content within the system. These are referred to as assetDOIType in the 
data Type column. The content prefix in the public registry is 10.5240. A request for registering 
content comes through the public API to create a new object, which is described by a set of 
metadata. If the required metadata has been provided and they do not describe any existing object 
then an ID is allocated and its associated metadata is stored in the repository.  

Each of these three ID’s belong to different namespaces (by virtue of prefixes) and have different (suffix) 
formats and therefore cannot be substituted for each other. All are valid instances of the doi:doiName 
data type. However, other doi:doiName values cannot be substituted for any EIDR ID’s. For example, 
10.1000/182 is a valid DOI Name, but it cannot be used for an EIDR party, user or content record. 
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2 BASE OBJECT TYPE 

All content types share the EIDR Base Object Metadata. The base type extends the DOI Kernel metadata. Certain Base Object fields can map to DOI fields as 
indicated in the Type or Explanatory Notes columns of the metadata table. For more information on this mapping see the Appendix of the EIDR API Overview. 

The following Referent Types can be created using only a base object type: 

• Movie 

• TV 

• Web 

• Short 

If only a Base Object is used to create these Referent Types, then these will be the fundamental version (root of a tree). For example, the Abstraction of a Movie 
or the Performance of a one-time-only TV show. Other versions of the content will be registered using derived types with additional metadata (as described in 
the “Derived Types” section). All other Referent Types will always require a derived object type. 

The following table describes the base metadata: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Explanatory Notes 
StructuralType Required doi:creationStructuralType, an 

enumeration: 
Abstraction, 
Performance,  
Digital,  
Physical 

1 “Abstraction” is for objects that have no reality, such as a series 
container or the most basic concept of the original work. A title-
level record such as a Movie could be abstract if it does not 
represent any particular performance and will have several child 
objects that are different Performances (such as Edits and 
Language Variants). This cannot apply to the following Referent 
Types: Clip, Edit, Encoding or Language Variant.  
“Performance” is used for a particular Edit or version of a work. 
This would typically be used for a one-time-only TV program or 
an Episode of a TV show. It cannot be used for Interactive 
Material. 
“Digital” is for particular files. Most typical for Encodings, but 
also used for Web, Clip or Edit. 
“Physical” is used for physical media such as a piece of film or 
tape, but it should not be used in the current version of the EIDR 
Registry. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Explanatory Notes 
Mode Required Enumeration: 

Visual, 
AudioVisual, 
Audio, 
Other 

1 Mode refers to the types of data in the content record: 
“Visual” is used for silent works (that do not have a soundtrack). 
“AudioVisual” for works with audio and visual components. This 
will be the most common mode in EIDR. 
“Audio” is used for soundtracks and for alternate audio tracks 
that can exist as entities on their own (such as other languages, 
voice-over commentary). 
“Other” is used for material that is not strictly audio-visual such 
as “Interactive Material”. 
This is a mappable version of the doi:mode field. 

ReferentType Required Enumeration: 
Series, Season, TV, Movie, Short, Web, 
Composite, Interactive Material 

1 The ReferentType describes the abstract nature of the content 
of a referent irrespective of its StructuralType. See “Referent Type 
details” below. This maps to doi:creationType.  

ResourceName Required {xs:string of 0-128 characters, lang of 
xs:language, optional titleClass 
attribute enumerated} 

1 This is the name of the object, along with the language in which 
the name is expressed. The titleClass describes the title, 
which for the main title is usually “release”. See “Title Details” 
below. 
This name is not necessarily consumer presentable (a Display 
Name can be used instead); it is used for differentiation. For a 
base record this should follow the official name of the asset 
(such as “Rocky III” not “Rocky 3” or “The Women” not “Women, 
The”) including, if possible, capitalization. You should not use 
ASCII for accented characters (such as Quien for Quién). 
This is maps to doi:creationName with a Type of Title.  

ReplacedAlternate 
ResourceNames 

Required xs:boolean 1 Specifies whether the AlternateResourceName fields in the 
object replace or augment inherited AlternateResourceName 
fields. True indicates replacement. It may be useful for Language 
Variant objects, where you would not want them to inherit. For 
base objects this should be false. 

AlternateResource 
Name 

Optional {xs:string of 1-128 characters, lang of 
xs:language, optional titleClass 
controlled vocabulary} 

0-n Optional alternate title(s) for the work, for example a working 
title or a code-name. See “Title Details” below. 
This is also maps to doi:creationName.  
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Field Category Type Cardinality Explanatory Notes 
PrimaryLanguage Required xs:language 1 The principal language of this record – see “Language Details”. 
SecondaryLanguage Optional xs:language 0-n This is for secondary languages of the record such as subtitles or 

dubbing. This does not usually apply to Abstractions. 
PrincipalAgent Required {partyDOIType, role attribute with the 

following enumerated values: producer, 
distributor, broadcaster, encoding, 
post-production, editor} 

1-8 This is the EIDR party(s) that is most responsible for making this 
asset. For an abstract work such as a series, the role might be 
producer and the party, the principal production company. For 
a dubbed local version, the role might be distributor. It is 
not necessarily the same as the Registrant. See section on 
“Parties, Users and Permissions” in the EIDR Technical 
Overview for more information. 
This maps to doi:principalAgent. 

ReleaseDate Required xs:gYear or xs:date 1 This is the date the object in question was released. It should be 
to as fine a degree as possible, and must provide at least a year. 
The term released may have different meanings in different 
contexts. For example, it is the actual release date for new 
movies; the original air date for TV shows; and the date a file 
was finished for a simple encoding. For details see the “Time and 
Date” section. 

CountryOfOrigin Required ISO 3166-1 alpha 2 code 0-n The country of the PrincipalAgent of the work (if known); 
otherwise, the country from which the bulk of work actually 
came (if known); otherwise empty. If present, this field can be 
used for disambiguation and de-duplication. It should be 
included only if the registrant is very sure. A dubbed Language 
Variation or censored Edit might have a different Country of 
Origin than its parent. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Explanatory Notes 
Status Required Enumeration:  

valid 
in development 

1 Most IDs will be “valid”. Valid should be used for all released 
content. Valid records are visible to all. 
“in development” records are hidden to everyone except the 
registrant or authorized proxies. They are intended to be 
ultimately promoted to “valid”. 
Note: The status of the object being registered cannot be “valid” 
if the parent is “in development”. 
For details on this topic see the EIDR Technical Overview and 
the EIDR API Overview. 

ApproximateLength Required xs:duration 1 The approximate duration of the object. For abstract root 
objects, such as a Movie, this may be estimated, but it becomes 
more concrete with individual Edits and Encodings. Only provide 
what is significant. For example, do not provide a trailing 00S, 
unless it is really accurate to seconds.  
For a Series and Season this should be zero (“PT0S”). The 
ApproximateLength field should be 0 for Interactive Material. 

AlternateID Optional {xs:string, type enumerated} 0-n A list of 0 or more IDs for the object in other systems. If needed, 
these can be used for disambiguation at registration time. 
The ID type field is controlled vocabulary see “Alternate ID details” 
below. 

DisplayName Optional {xs:string of 1-128 characters, lang of 
xs:language} 

0-1 This optional name should be used for display by human 
interfaces, if it is present. It is not assumed to be useful for 
queries and other operational activities. 

Administrators Required n/a 1-n See the section “Administrators Details” below. 
Credits Optional n/a 0-1 See section “Credits Details” below. 
RegistrantExtra Optional xs:string of 1-128 characters 0-1 Optional information added by the registrant. This is not used 

for purposes of disambiguation. Although the format and 
meaning of the data are private to the Registrant, it is visible to 
anyone able to see the object. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Explanatory Notes 
Description Optional {xs:string of 1-128 characters, lang of 

xs:language} 
0-1 Optional description of the object; this is not intended as a 

description of the underlying content, but of the specific object 
being registered. For example "Brazilian Release, 25th 
Anniversary Director's Cut" or "PAL low-res streaming". 

Sample Base Object Data XML for a released Movie (after it has been created and given an EIDR content ID): 

<BaseObjectData> 
  <ID>10.5240/C840-E543-A58F-5C59-1B1C-T</ID> 
  <StructuralType>Performance</StructuralType> 
  <Mode>AudioVisual</Mode> 
  <ReferentType>Movie</ReferentType> 
  <ResourceName lang="en" titleClass="release">Avatar</ResourceName> 
  <ReplacedAlternateResourceNames>true</ReplacedAlternateResourceNames> 
  <PrimaryLanguage type="primary"> 
    <Language>en</Language> 
    <Manifestation>audio</Manifestation> 
  </PrimaryLanguage> 
  <PrincipalAgent role="producer">10.5237/2FE2-24F2</PrincipalAgent> 
  <PrincipalAgent role="producer">10.5237/BB16-4961</PrincipalAgent> 
  <PrincipalAgent role="producer">10.5237/7633-38CF</PrincipalAgent> 
  <ReleaseDate>2009</ReleaseDate> 
  <CountryOfOrigin>US</CountryOfOrigin> 
  <Status>valid</Status> 
  <ApproximateLength>PT2H42M0S</ApproximateLength> 
  <Administrators> 
    <Registrant type="Registrant">10.5237/superparty</Registrant> 
  </Administrators> 
  <Credits> 
    <Director> 
       <md:DisplayName>James Cameron</md:DisplayName> 
    </Director> 
    <Actor> 
      <md:DisplayName>Sam Worthington</md:DisplayName> 
    </Actor> 
    <Actor> 
      <md:DisplayName>Zoe Saldana</md:DisplayName> 
    </Actor> 
  </Credits> 
</BaseObjectData> 
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2.1 REFERENT TYPE DETAILS 

In DOI terms, the referent is the item to which the DOI refers independent of any particular instantiation or meaning. The DOI handbook says: “ReferentType 
typically describes the abstract nature of the content of a referent irrespective of its structuralType”. For example, an object created as a movie is a movie 
whether it is being shown in a cinema, broadcast as an edited version over terrestrial TV, streamed over the Internet, or played from a DVD. A fundamental 
object can have multiple children through relationships such as a Language Variant, Clip or Encoding.  

The EIDR ReferentType can have one of following values: 

Value Explanatory Notes 

Series An abstraction that contains ordered or unordered individual items. Its child Episode records can have a Referent Type of TV, Movie, 
Web, or Short. 

Season A second level of grouping below a Series. Its child Episode records can have a Referent Type of TV, Movie, Web, or Short. 

TV Content that first appeared via broadcast. This includes telefilms. 

Movie Content that first appeared in a theatre (in the US) or a cinema (in most of the rest of the world) or was released directly to video. This 
type is intended for feature films and other long form motion pictures. If the duration is short then the record should be given the 
Short type. (Note that the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences defines the running time for features to be more than 40 
minutes.) 

Web Content that first appeared on the Web. This should not be used for content from elsewhere that has been made available on the 
Web. 

Short Loosely defined to cover a short film, trailer, music video or miscellaneous content such as outtakes or special segments (such as 
documentary features). 

Interactive 
Material 

For content that is not strictly audio-visual. It covers DVD menus, interactive TV overlays, customized players, etc. 

Composite Any content composed of multiple other records that is not more precisely describable.  
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2.2 TITLE DETAILS 

Titles in EIDR are placed in Resource Name fields. Titles are xs:string, but are limited to 128 characters. Note that EIDR supports Unicode for user-defined text 
strings such as the title. Titles require a lang attribute, which is described in the “Language Codes” section below. EIDR also optionally allows a titleClass 
attribute that can have one of the following values: 

Value Explanatory Notes 
release title as released 
abbreviated “Prince Caspian” for “The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian” 
working working title such as “Eight Arms to Hold You” for “Help” 
acronym “SATC” for “Sex and the City” 
fan-based what fans call the work 
internal any internal or code name 
series numeric “S2E3” for a Series 2 Episode 3 of “The Simpsons”; or HP6 for "Harry Potter The Half Blood Prince”. 
regional regional title that may be in the same language as the original 
broadcast if a broadcast release has a different name 
other Other type 

 

2.3 LANGUAGE CODES 

In EIDR, language codes are used in fields or as attributes for fields such as Titles and Descriptions. Language codes are type xs:language, which is specified 
according to IETF RFC 4646. Some examples are: 

• The simplest case is a two-letter code (originating from ISO 639-1) such as “fr” for French. Three-letter codes are required for some languages such as 
sgn for sign language (subtype not known). 

• Additional detail may be necessary if there are multiple localized versions of the same language. Some titles are available in different versions of the 
same language for different regions perhaps with different titles. For example, the movie released in the United States as The Hangover is called 
Lendemain de veille in French-speaking Canada (“fr-CA”), and Very Bad Trip in France (“fr-FR”). Another variation on this includes region codes “es-
419”, which represents Spanish ("es") appropriate to the UN-defined Latin America and Caribbean region ("419"). Use sgn-FR for French sign language 
(LSF), and sgn-US for American Sign Language (ASL). 
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• Additional detail can also describe the textual representation, which might be applicable to subtitles. For example, “mn-Cyrl” represents the Mongolian 
language written in Cyrillic script; “mn-Latn” is Mongolian written using Latin script. 

• The two types of additional detail can be combined. For example, "sr-Latn-RS" represents Serbian (“sr”) written using Latin script as used in Serbia 
(“RS”).  

For further information on this subject see http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4646. 

2.4 LANGUAGE DETAILS 

A language element (primary or secondary) contains the following elements: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
Language Required xs:language 1 The language in question (see the “Language Codes” section for details) 
Manifestation Required Enumeration: audio, subtitle 1 How the language is manifested. 

A sample Primary Language element: 

<PrimaryLanguage type="primary"> 
  <Language>en</Language> 
  <Manifestation>audio</Manifestation> 
</PrimaryLanguage> 

2.5 TIME AND DATE 

Date is based on XML xs:date, which is inspired by ISO 8601. So for example August 9, 2002 would be represented as 2002-08-09. The date may also be 
represented less precisely by the year alone (xs:gYear) or the year and month. Note that the month and day must be two digits.  

All times (both length and position) in the EIDR system are represented as a duration. Duration is based on XML xs:duration, which is the ISO 8601 extended 
format PnYnMnDTnHnMnS, where nY represents the number of years, nM the number of months, nD the number of days, 'T' is the date/time separator, nH the 
number of hours, nM the number of minutes and nS the number of seconds. The number of seconds can include decimal digits to arbitrary precision. For 
example, to indicate a duration of 2 hours, and 30 minutes, one would write: PT2H30M. Only provide what is significant, for example, use 2H, not 2H00M00S, 
unless really accurate to seconds. 

2.6 ALTERNATE ID DETAILS 

The Alternate ID requires a type attribute that must have one of the following values: 

Value Explanatory Notes 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4646
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Value Explanatory Notes 
Ad-ID 4 alphanumeric chars (company code), 7 alphanumeric (generated code), optional 'H' (for HD version) 
AMG  
cIDF Content ID Forum Content ID 
CRID See RFC 4078. The ID form is crid://<DNS name>/<data> 
DOI A non-EIDR doi:name (i.e., with a non-EIDR prefix) 
Grid Global Release Identifier: 2 character (identifier scheme), 5 character (issuer code), 10 character (release number), 1 check character. Letters 

must be upper case. Either all dashes are present, or none are. 
IMDB IMDb 
ISAN International Standard Audiovisual Number 4-4-4-4, 4-4-4-4-C (C is a check digit), 4-4-4-4-C-4-4-C, or 4-4-4-4-4-4. Hex digits and check digits 

must be upper case. All occurrences in a string of "-" must be one of dash, space or nothing. The 24-digit forms must have both check digits or 
none. 

ISRC International Standard Recording Code: a 2-character (non-digit) country code, 3-character (alphanumeric or digit) registrant code, 2-digit year 
of reference, 5-digit designation code, with optional separating dashes. Letters are upper case. Either all dashes are present, or none are. 

MUZE Muze 
Proprietary For proprietary or internal numbering systems, domain is a required attribute (e.g., studio.com). For example: 

<AlternateID xs:type="eidr:Proprietary" domain="studio.com">XYZZY</AlternateID> 
SMPTE-UMID SMPTE Unique Material Identifier 
TRIB Tribune Media 
TVG TV Guide 
UPC Universal Product Code - twelve decimal digits 
URI The format here is scheme://domain name/data [# query] [#fragment]. Note that an IP address is not permitted. 
UUID UUID in form 8-4-4-4-12. Both upper and lowercase hex digits allowed. 

So a complete example would be: 

<AlternateID xs:type="eidr:DOI">10.123/456</AlternateID> 

2.7 ADMINISTRATORS DETAILS 

The following table explains the Administrators sub-elements: 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Explanatory Notes 

Registrant Required  {partyDOIType, 
type="Registrant"} 

1 The Registrant is the party who will be shown as creating the content 
record. The system maintains a list of registrant parties, each 
described by a DOI (such as “10.5237/ C208-D56A"). These 
registrants can be, for example, the creator of the work, the rights 
holder, or an authorized proxy for one of them. The Registrant field 
cannot be changed after registration. 

CurrentAssetHolder Optional {partyDOIType, 
type="CurrentAssetHolder"} 

0-1 The Registrant can include this field to indicate the party the 
Registrant thinks is most likely to have some authority over this 
object. For example, a metadata provider doing bulk registration may 
decide to make this the same as the Principal Agent field for objects 
reasonably sure to still be under the control of that entity, or leave it 
blank otherwise. 

BackupContact Optional {partyDOIType, 
type="BackupContact"} 

0-1 The Registrant can provide the ID of a party likely to know about the 
object. For archive content, this might be a national library (such as 
the Library of Congress) or a manager of a national or industry archive 
or repository such as AMPAS (Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences) in the USA or INA (Institut national de l'audiovisuel) in 
France. 

 

2.8 CREDITS DETAILS 

The Credit information should be provided in the base and inherited by the child for Movies and one-time-only television programs. For Series, these will depend 
as described in “Series” section. They may change for special circumstances in child objects. For example, for an Episode (say for a guest star) or for an Edit such 
as a dubbed version of an animated show or Movie (such as the American release of the Japanese film Ponyo).  

The following table explains the Credits subfields: 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Director Optional md:PersonNameType 0-1 This can contain one or more of the elements of this type, but it is often just the md:DisplayName 
element. Display Names should match the actual credits (for example, “Jean Gabin” not “Gabin, Jean”). 

Actor Optional md:PersonNameType 0-2 These should be the top-billed talent. This can contain one or more of the elements of this type, but it is 
often just the md:DisplayName element. 

Here is a sample Credits element which has two actors: 

<Credits> 
  <Actor> 
    <md:DisplayName>Jerry Seinfeld</md:DisplayName> 
  </Actor> 
  <Actor> 
    <md:DisplayName>Jason Alexander</md:DisplayName> 
  </Actor> 
</Credits> 
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3 DERIVED TYPES 

All data described in “Base Object Type” above applies to the derived types, and is similarly either required or optional. Derived types provide extra metadata, 
some of which is always required. 

All derived types except Series, Composite and Interactive Material have a parent: Season, Episode, Clip, Edit, Encoding, and Language Variant. Derived types 
with a parent can inherit base data from the parent as follows: 

Inheritance Required Fields Optional Fields 

Can be inherited  StructuralType 
Mode 
ReferentType 
ResourceName 
PrimaryLanguage 
ReleaseDate 
CountryOfOrigin 
ApproximateLength 

ReplacedAlternateResourceNames 
AlternateResourceName 
SecondaryLanguage 
DisplayName 
Credits 
 

Cannot be inherited PrincipalAgent 
Status 
Administrators 
Registrant 

CurrentAssetHolder 
BackupContact 
AlternateID 
RegistrantExtra 
Description 

An object can have only one parent. Inheritance is from the nearest ancestor. If a field is not inherited and provided directly with the object, then it is considered 
self-defined. (Extra metadata is always self-defined.) Some fields that are optional in a base object are required for certain derived types as described in each 
section below. Some fields that are usually inherited must be specified for certain derived types as described below. 

Creating objects with a parent also creates a relationship between the child and parent object. The relationship is summarized in the Relationship field of the 
SimpleInfo view of an object with details in extra relationship-specific metadata. Here is the example of the Relationship field for a Language Variant: 

  <Relationship type="isLanguageVariantOf">10.5240/32D7-A9D7-9BC1-F5A4-ACB4-Q</Relationship> 

For details on object views available when retrieving metadata from the Registry see the EIDR API Overview and the EIDR REST API Reference. 

The sections that follow provide a list of extra object metadata fields for each derived type that is relevant to creating and modifying these types. The sections 
begin with the related Series, Season and Episode objects. 
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3.1 SERIES 

A Series could be broadcast (including mini-series), theatrical (such as The Perils of Pauline) or on the web (such as “lonelygirl15”). Episodes in a series must 
have one of the following values for its Referent Type: TV, Movie, Web, or Short. 

Alternate Resource Names can be provided for other markets. The Credits should be provided if they do not change for the entire series otherwise this 
information should be provided in the Season or Episode. 

The extra metadata when creating a Series: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

EndDate Optional xs:gYear or xs:date 0-1 If known, the date the last item from the series was released or aired. This should not be present 
for a current series or if the end date is not known. For details see the “Time and Date” section. 

IsOrdered Required xs:boolean 1 Describes whether or not the children in a series (an Episode or Season ReferentType) have an 
inherent order. If the series has seasons then this should be true. 

Here is sample XML for the extra metadata for a Series that has ended: 

<ExtraObjectMetadata> 
 <SeriesInfo> 
  <EndDate>2009</EndDate> 
  <IsOrdered>true</IsOrdered> 
 </SeriesInfo> 
</ExtraObjectMetadata> 

3.2 SEASON 

A Season is a child object of a Series. A Season has a Referent Type of Season. (In other words, the Referent Type cannot be inherited from its parent Series.) A 
season should be created even if there is only one. However, a TV mini-series such as “Roots” should not have a season. 

The base object field ResourceName must be supplied for each Season if IsOrdered of the parent is false so that the Season may be distinguished. If the 
isOrdered of the parent is true, the ResourceName can still be provided. The Release Date and Approximate Length must always be specified for Seasons. 

The extra metadata when creating a Season of a Series: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Parent Required  assetDOIType 1 DOI identifier of a parent object, which must have a ReferentType of “Series”. 
EndDate Optional  xs:gYear or xs:date 0-1 If known, the date the last item from the season was released or aired. For current season, 

this should not be present. For details see the “Time and Date” section. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

IsOrdered Required xs:boolean 1 True if the season’s components have an inherent order. Most fictional series will have an 
explicit order, but documentary series often do not. 

SequenceNumber Required xs:positiveInteger 1 The number of the season within the series. The first season should always be 1. 

Here is sample XML for the extra metadata of a completed Season: 

<ExtraObjectMetadata> 
  <SeasonInfo> 
    <Parent>10.5240/301C-0DFA-B184-5448-BB3E-I</Parent> 
    <EndDate>1995</EndDate> 
    <IsOrdered>true</IsOrdered> 
    <SequenceNumber>6</SequenceNumber> 
  </SeasonInfo> 
</ExtraObjectMetadata> 

3.3 EPISODE 

An Episode is a child object of a Series or Season. 

An Episode must have one of the following values for its Referent Type: TV, Movie, Web, or Short. It cannot inherit this field from its parent. 

The base object field ResourceName must be supplied for each Episode if IsOrdered of the parent is false so that the Episode may be distinguished. No title may 
apply for some ordered series episodes (such as a variety or talk show), in which case they can be registered with an empty value. The Release Date must always 
be specified for Episodes. You may wish to change the Credits base fields for an Episode as needed.  

The extra metadata when creating an Episode of a Series: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Parent Required assetDOIType 1 DOI identifier of a parent object, which must have a ReferentType of “Series” or 
“Season.” Episodes in a one-off series (e.g. a TV miniseries) will have a parent series; in 
a recurring series (e.g., “The Muppet Show”), episodes will have a parent season. 

SequenceNumber Required if 
parent is 
ordered. 

xs:positiveInteger 0-1 The position number of the episode within the parent if the parent is ordered. Start 
with episode 1 for each season (not cumulative). 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

HouseSequence Optional xs:string 0-1 (see 
notes) 

Registrants may want to register an item before an “official” number is known, and 
elements of unordered groups usually have some internal identifier beyond their title. 
For example, the house sequence may indicate the order in which episodes were 
filmed.  

Here is sample XML for the extra metadata of an Episode from an ordered Season: 

<ExtraObjectMetadata> 
  <EpisodeInfo> 
    <Parent>10.5240/14F9-6921-47AF-E605-E45D-H</Parent> 
    <SequenceNumber>23</SequenceNumber> 
    <HouseSequence>621</HouseSequence> 
  </EpisodeInfo> 
</ExtraObjectMetadata> 

An object with Episode information can also add Composite information (as described in the “Composite” section) that will then be included in the 
ExtraObjectMetadata element. For example, a Bugs Bunny TV episode composed of a group of Shorts originally released theatrically by Warner Brothers studio 
could make use of Composite information. 

Here is an example of XML of an Episode that is a Composite with two components: 

<ExtraObjectMetadata> 
 <EpisodeInfo> 
  <Parent>10.5240/94C6-8298-704F-290B-582E-G</Parent> 
  <SequenceNumber>7</SequenceNumber> 
 </EpisodeInfo> 
 <CompositeInfo> 
  <Class>Montage</Class> 
  <Element> 
   <ID>10.5240/1883-53BD-C433-82FB-7BA6-K</ID> 
   <ComponentsMode>AudioVisual</ComponentsMode> 
  </Element> 
  <Element> 
   <ID>10.5240/70CD-C87F-B7CC-A641-19EA-D</ID> 
   <ComponentsMode>AudioVisual</ComponentsMode> 
  </Element> 
 </CompositeInfo> 
</ExtraObjectMetadata> 
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3.4 CLIP 

A Clip can be of any Structural Type, but would typically be Performance or Digital. 

The Approximate Length field must be specified for all Clips (as it cannot be inherited in this case). The Approximate Length will be the Clip’s Duration plus 
padding, if any. Padding adds trivial material at the beginning or end (such as studio logos, disclaimers, a title identifying the clip). If the additions are non-trivial 
then the record should be registered as a Composite derived type (or an object type which can have Composite data, such as Base Object Type). 

The extra metadata when creating a Clip: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Parent Required assetDOIType 1 The EIDR record from which this object is clipped. The parent object must have a 
Referent Type of TV, Movie, Short, Web or Composite; and its Structural Type 
cannot be Abstraction. 

ComponentsMode Required Enumeration: 
Visual 
Audiovisual, 
Audio, 
Other, 
InteractiveMaterial, 
All 

1 One value from an expanded list of EIDR Base Object Mode field. For example, a 
video clip (without the audio) from a movie would be “Visual”. 

Start Optional xs:duration 0-1 Optional start time of the interval, if known. (See below.) 
Duration Optional xs:duration 0-1 This is the length of the clipped segment itself. (This does not include padding.) 

A Clip can be defined with: 

• Parent only 

• Parent and duration. This is used for certain kinds of licensing deals (such as “any 30 seconds”) or when the exact start time is not known. 

• Parent and start time. This is useful for some content recognition systems that have efficiency optimizations once a threshold amount of source material 
is found. 

• Parent, start time, and duration.  

3.5 COMPOSITE 

Composites fall into two broad categories: 
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• A single continuous item composed of a sequence of other items. These would be classified as a Montage or Mashup. This would include for example a 
trailer or other promotion with various clips. 

• A collection of discrete items that are distributed or thought of as a single entity. This would be used for the various files on the disc version (such as a 
DVD) of a Movie. Note that it has no implications about the sequencing of the pieces. 

The Referent Type for an object with Composite metadata must be TV, Movie, Web, Short, or Composite. The Composite Referent Type should be used only if no 
other one is appropriate. So a trailer would have a Referent Type of Short and a DVD a Type of Movie or TV. 

Composite data fields can be included at the time an object is created. Composite information can also be added to a base object type or an Episode. See the 
EIDR API Overview for details on adding Relationships. 

The components of Composites can vary by type and degree of specificity: 

• Entire objects with an EIDR ID. For example, this would apply to DVD files; or theatrical Shorts assembled into a TV Episode. 

• Clips that are already known and have their own EIDR ID. 

• Known pieces of a work that are not already defined as clips (in other words, the work has an EIDR ID, but the clips do not). 

• Unknown pieces of a known work (in other words, the work has an EIDR DOI, the piece does not, and the specific start and end of the clip are not 
identified).  

A component that does not have an EIDR ID cannot be referenced in the composite. For example, if an item of a composite is a piece of an object that has not 
yet been registered, an EIDR DOI for at least the object from which that piece comes must be created if that information is to be recorded in the composite.  

The extra metadata (CompositeInfoType in the schema) when creating a Composite derived type: 

Sample XML for a Composite: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
Class Required Enumeration: 

DVD, BluRay, On-line delivery, Broadcast 
delivery, Mashup, Montage, Omnibus, Interactive 
(Other), Other 

1 Describes the type of composite. 
Mashup and Montage cover AV composites. 
“Omnibus” is a condensed summary of a group of 
shows, such as a weekly run of a serial. 
“Interactive (Other)” should be used for composites 
with interactive components not covered by any other 
Class. 

Element Optional n/a 1-n For its subfields, see the “Element Details” section 
below. 
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<CompositeInfo> 
 <Class>Montage</Class> 
 <Element> 
  <ID>10.5240/2046-2046-2046-2046-02BC-V</ID> 
  <ComponentsMode>Visual</ComponentsMode> 
  <ComponentPosition>PT0M5S</ComponentPosition> 
  <ComponentDuration>PT6M0S</ComponentDuration> 
 </Element> 
 <Element> 
  <ID>10.5240/2046-2046-2046-2046-0283-Q</ID> 
  <Start>PT0H15M30S</Start> 
  <Duration>PT6M0S</Duration> 
  <ComponentsMode>Audio</ComponentsMode> 
  <ComponentPosition>PT0M5S</ComponentPosition> 
  <ComponentDuration>PT6M0S</ComponentDuration> 
 </Element> 
</CompositeInfo> 

This composite is a simplistic Movie trailer that is 6:05 in length and consists of 3 things: 

1. The first five seconds (as indicated indirectly by the ComponentPosition) are not specified but here are the trailer introduction (which is not an EIDR record 
in this case). 

2. Then follow six minutes that combine two components: a video clip from the feature with director’s audio commentary. 

3.5.1 ELEMENT DETAILS 

The subelements of the Element element: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

ID Required assetDOIType 1 The EIDR ID of a component object (such as a 
Clip). 

Start Optional xs:duration 0-1 Start time of content taken from object 
referred to by ID. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Duration Optional xs:duration 0-1 Duration of content taken from object 
referred to by ID. 

ComponentsMode Required Enumeration: Visual, AudioVisual, Audio, Other, 
InteractiveMaterial, All 

1 One value from an expanded list of EIDR Base 
Object Mode element. 

ComponentPosition Optional xs:duration 0-1 Start time of this element within the 
composite. 

ComponentDuration Optional xs:duration 0-1 Duration of this element within the 
composite. 

Element Start and Element Duration are interpreted as follows. The reasoning behind the various modes of inclusion parallels that given for Clips. 

• Neither present: Either ElementID refers to a clip, or all that is known is the bare fact that something in the Composite comes from the object referred 
to by ElementID 

• Only start present: All that is known is the starting point. 

• Only duration present: The origin and quantity of source material are known 

• Start and Duration present: The source material is well defined. 

3.6 EDIT 

An Edit is anything that changes the audio or visual content of an asset (whereas an Encoding does not change the content, only the digital representation of it). 
Of the Base Metadata fields, StructuralType, Release Date and Approximate Length must be specified in the registration for all Edits (in other words, they cannot 
be inherited). The Description field must be provided and should provide the purpose or reason for the edit (such as “Belgian theatrical censored”). 

The extra metadata when creating an Edit record: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
Parent Required assetDOIType 1 DOI ID of the parent object, which must have a Referent Type of TV, Movie, Short, 

Web or Composite. An “isEditOf” relationship is created to the parent. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
EditClass Required Enumeration 1 This improves the ability of parts of the supply chain to find the edit they need, 

without relying on the free-text Description field. See the “EditClass details” section 
below. 

ColorType Required md:ColorType-type, which has 
an enumeration:  
color, bandw, colorized, 
composite 

1 Type of color in the visual portion of the content.  
“color” will be the most common color type. 
“bandw” for black and white. 
“colorized” is for video that has had color added to what was originally filmed in  
black-and-white. 
“composite” mixes black and white and color segments in the same frame as in the 
movie Sin City. 

ThreeD Required xs:boolean 1 Set to true if this version is 3D. This should be true even if only part of the Edit is 
actually 3D (and the rest is 2D). 

Here is sample XML for the extra metadata of an Edit: 

<ExtraObjectMetadata> 
  <EditInfo> 
    <Parent>10.5240/95F1-4D95-6A6B-E859-9410-F</Parent> 
    <EditClass>Creative edits</EditClass> 
    <ColorType>color</ColorType> 
    <ThreeD>false</ThreeD> 
  </EditInfo> 
</ExtraObjectMetadata> 

3.6.1 EDITCLASS DETAILS 

Edit class can take one of the following values, which should be mainly self-explanatory: 

Value Notes 

Airline For a release for in-flight viewing. 

Anniversary Anniversary edition such as Gone with the Wind 70th Anniversary Edition. 
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Value Notes 

Broadcast release (local 
censored) 

 

Broadcast release (original)  

Cable/Satellite (local 
censored) 

 

Cable/Satellite release 
(original) 

 

Colorized Such as was done to the film Topper in 1985. 

Creative edits  

Director's Director’s cut (often with an Approximate Length field that is longer) 

Extended A version made longer for example with additional scenes such as for the Extended Edition of Peter Jackson’s Lord 
of the Rings on DVD. 

Re-release  

Restored Such as the release of Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window in 2000. 

Restored Audio For cases when only the audio has been restored. 

Restored Video For cases when only the video has been restored. 

Retail  

Ship For a release for viewing aboard a cruise ship. 

Technical  
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Value Notes 

Theatrical release (local 
censored) 

 

Theatrical release (original)  

Unrated  

Other If unable to categorize otherwise 

For the “censored” Edit Classes, the object’s CountryOfOrigin (a base field) should be the country for which the Edit is intended. 
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3.7 ENCODING 

An encoding describes a particular distributable instantiation of a work. For example, the Encoding object type should be used to represent asset files in EIDR 
(such as the H.264 version of an asset). The encoding information is not intended to be a complete description of an encoded object; it needs to be sufficient for 
disambiguation at registration time and useful for managing the objects in the post-production and distribution workflow. 

Of the Base Metadata, the Structural Type and Description must always be specified for Encodings. 

The extra metadata when creating an Encoding object type will take one of two different formats (an xs:choice in the schema): 

• Generic Encoding – A simple format that describes the file at a high level and includes only the EncodingClass. In this case, the Structural Type is 
Performance. 

• Technical Encoding – A more complete format that contains detailed information about the file (Size, optional Hash, BitrateAggregateMax, optional 
EncodingClass). In this case, the Structural Type is Digital. 

A technical encoding also has optional blocks of data that describe the technical details of 

• The audio track(s) 

• The video track(s) 

• Subtitle and captioning tracks 

• A wrapper, which describes the assembly of the other components into a finished object. 

Depending on the workflow, a technical encoding can be registered in a number of ways: 

1. An encoding can be registered for individual components, such as a language track or the video. In this case, only the appropriate encoding block will be 
provided. 

2. An encoding can be registered with just the wrapper encoding block, which in turn references the IDs of registered individual components. 

3. An encoding can be registered with encoding blocks for audio, video, wrapper, etc. This would be the case if the registrant wants to record information 
on the component encodings but does not have or need an ID for them. 

4. An encoding can be registered using a combination of the above, for example a video encoding block and a wrapper that refers to two separately 
encoded and registered audio tracks. 

An audio, video, or subtitle info block present in an Encoding represents a corresponding component (or components) of the Encoding's parent. 
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An Encoding Agent can be provided for individual components of an Encoding. This is strictly for recordkeeping since unlike the Principal Agent, it plays no role in 
security management. For example, it can be used if the encoding of individual components has been subcontracted out from the eventual Registrant or 
Principal Agent. 

The following tables describe the extra metadata for the Encoding object: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Parent Required assetDOIType 1 DOI ID of the parent object, which must have a 
Referent Type of TV, Movie, Short, Web, Composite 
or Interactive Material. Relationship of IsEncodingOf 
is created to the parent. 

Size Required (if 
Encoding Class 
not provided) 

xs:unsignedLong 1 Size in bytes of the encoded object. This value 
cannot be zero. 

Hash Optional (if 
Encoding Class 
not provided) 

{xs:string, algorithm} 0-1 Optional hash of the file and the algorithm used to 
generate it. Legal values for algorithm are “MD5” 
and “SHA1”. 

BitrateAggregateMax Required (if 
Encoding Class 
not provided) 

xs:unsignedLong 1 Total maximum bitrate in bits/second for all 
components 

EncodingClass Optional 
(Required if Size 
not Provided) 

Enumeration: VOD, EST, Game Machine, 
Mobile, Web, Master, Mezzanine, 
Proxy, Screener, DVD, Blu-ray, Other 

0-1 The reason for the encoding. EST is “Electronic Sell-
Through”. 

SubtitleInfoBlock Optional n/a 0-n Optional. One for each subtitle track included. See 
“Subtitle Info Block Details” below. 

AudioInfoBlock Optional n/a 0-n See “Audio Info Block Details” below. 
VideoInfoBlock Optional n/a 0-n Optional. One for each video track included. See 

“Video Info Block Details” below. 
InteractiveInfoBlock Optional n/a 0-n Optional. One for each subtitle track included. See 

“Interactive Info Block Details” below. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

WrapperInfoBlock Optional n/a 0-n Optional, describing the way the components are 
assembled together. See “Wrapper Info Block 
Details” below. 

Here is sample XML for the extra metadata of a generic Encoding: 

<EncodingInfo> 
 <Parent>10.5240/8CE9-63F0-4746-2DD4-9070-F</Parent> 
 <EncodingClass>EST</EncodingClass> 
</EncodingInfo> 

3.7.1 SUBTITLE INFO BLOCK DETAILS 

The following fields are found in a SubtitleInfoBlock: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

EncodingAgent Required partyDOIType 1 The EIDR party who performed the encoding 
ComponentReference Optional 1-64 character xs:string 0-1 See explanation under “Wrapper Info Block Details”. 

Language Required xs:language 1 Language of the subtitle. 
Type Required Controlled vocabulary: 

primary, descriptive, 
commentary, other 

1 Subtitle purpose. 

Format Optional Controlled Vocabulary: 
Text, image, DVB 

0-1 Format for subtitles that are in separate components from 
the video 

Description Recommended {xs:string of 1-128 characters, lang of 
xs:language} 

1 Explanation of what the subtitle encoding is/why it exists, 
and similar 

3.7.2 AUDIO INFO BLOCK DETAILS 

The following fields are found in a AudioInfoBlock: 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

EncodingAgent Optional partyDOIType 0-1 For the EIDR party. Informational only, and not used for access control. 

ComponentReference Optional 1-64 character xs:string 0-1 See explanation under “Wrapper Info Block Details”. 

ActualLength Required xs:duration 1 The actual duration of the encoded audio stream. 

Type Required Controlled vocabulary: 
primary, secondary, 
descriptive, commentary, 
voiceover, other 

1 Describes purpose of the track.  

Languages Required n/a 1 The list of languages in this encoding. Ideally, it will match the list of 
languages on the encoding’s parent object. This can contain 1-n 
language sub-elements.  

Size Required xs:unsignedLong 1 Size of the object, in bytes 
Hash Optional {xs:string, algorithm} 0-1 Hash of the file and the algorithm used to generate it. Legal values for 

algorithm are “md5” and “sha1”  
OriginalChannels Optional xs:string of 1 or 3 characters 0-1 Number of audio channels in the original either as an integer (e.g., “2” 

for stereo) or of the form x.y where x is full channels, and y is limited 
channels (e.g. “5.1”) 

Channels Optional xs:string of 1 or 3 characters 0-1 Number of audio channels in the Encoding, either as an integer (e.g., 
“2”) or of the form x.y where x is full channels, and y is limited channels 
(e.g. “5.1”) 
(This is not controlled vocabulary, but a UI can give a reasonable set of 
values from which to choose, rather than making it entirely free-form.) 

ChannelMapping Optional Controlled vocabulary: Right, 
Center, LeftSurround, etc. 

0-1 If Channels is “1”, and this audio is a single part of a set of Channels, this 
field is the standard channel name with which the audio is associated. 

Encoding Required n/a 1 See “Encoding Details” immediately below.  
Description Optional {xs:string of 1-128 characters, 

lang of xs:language} 
0-1 Explanation of what the audio encoding is, why it exists, and similar. 

Sample XML for the Audio Info Block: 

<AudioInfoBlock> 
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  <ActualLength>PT2H05M0S</ActualLength> 
  <Type>primary</Type> 
  <Languages> 
    <Language>en</Language> 
  </Languages> 
  <Size>25804800</Size> 
  <OriginalChannels>5.1</OriginalChannels> 
  <Channels>5.1</Channels> 
  <Encoding> 
    <Codec>AAC</Codec> 
    <BitrateMax>96000</BitrateMax> 
  </Encoding> 
</AudioInfoBlock> 

3.7.3 ENCODING DETAILS 

This describes the audio encoding details. Equivalent to md:DigitalAssetAudioEncoding-type. 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Codec Required Enumeration 1 Codec used to encode the audio data such as AAC, AIFF, FLAC, Vorbis, WAV, WMA. 
BitrateMax Required xs:unsignedLong 1 Max bitrate (bits/second) 
SampleRate Optional xs:unsignedLong 0-1 Optional temporal sample rate in Hz (samples/second) 
SampleBitDepth Optional xs:unsignedLong 0-1 Optional number of bits per audio sample 

3.7.4 VIDEO INFO BLOCK DETAILS 

The following fields are found in a VideoInfoBlock: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

EncodingAgent Optional partyDOIType 0-1 For the EIDR party. Informational only, and not 
used for access control. 

ActualLength Required xs:duration 1 The actual duration of the encoded video stream. 
ComponentReference Optional 1-64 character xs:string 0-1 See explanation under “Wrapper Info Block Details”. 
EncodingType Required Controlled vocabulary: digital, analog 1 Currently only digital is defined. 
EncodingDetails Required n/a 1 See “Digital Video Info Details” below. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Description Recommended {xs:string of 1-128 characters, lang of 
xs:language} 

0-1 Explanation of what the video encoding is, why it 
exists, and similar. 

OriginalPictureFormat Optional Controlled vocabulary:  
letterbox, pillarbox, full, stretch, 
pan and scan, other  

0-1 This field will track the Common Metadata 
Specification PictureFormat type. 

OriginalAspectRatio Optional Controlled vocabulary Optional Optional: Aspect ratio of active pixels, the form m:n 
(e.g., 4:3,16:9, 2:35:1) 

Sample XML for Video Info Block 

<VideoInfoBlock> 
  <ActualLength>PT2H05M0S</ActualLength> 
  <EncodingType>digital</EncodingType> 
  <EncodingDetails> 
    <DigitalVideoInfo> 
      <Size>550502400</Size> 
      <Encoding> 
        <Codec>Flash</Codec> 
        <BitrateMax>2000000</BitrateMax> 
      </Encoding> 
      <Picture> 
        <AspectRatio>1:1</AspectRatio> 
        <PixelAspect>1:1</PixelAspect> 
        <WidthPixels>764</WidthPixels> 
        <HeightPixels>480</HeightPixels> 
        <FrameRate>29</FrameRate> 
        <Progressive>true</Progressive> 
      </Picture> 
      <ColorType>color</ColorType> 
      <ScanType>progressive</ScanType> 
      <ScanOrder>top frame first</ScanOrder> 
    </DigitalVideoInfo> 
  </EncodingDetails> 
</VideoInfoBlock> 

3.7.5 DIGITAL VIDEO INFO DETAILS 

The following fields are found in a DigitalVideoInfo element: 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Size Required xs:unsignedLong 1 Size of the object, in bytes 
Hash Optional {string, algorithm which is controlled 

vocabulary of md5, sha1} 
0-1 Hash of the encoded file and the algorithm used to 

generate it.  
Encoding Required md:DigitalAssetVideoEncodingType 0-1 See “Encoding Details” below for its sub-elements. 
Picture Required md:DigitalAssetVideoPictureType 1 See “Picture Details” below for its sub-elements. 
ColorType Required md:ColorType-type, which has an 

enumeration:  
color, bandw, colorized, composite 

1 Type of color in the visual portion of the content.  
“color” will be the most common color type. 
“bandw” for black and white. 
“colorized” is for video that has had color added to 
what was originally filmed in  black-and-white. 
“composite” mixes black and white and color 
segments in the same frame as in the movie Sin City. 

ScanType Required Controlled vocabulary:  
progressive, interlaced, mixed 

1 The type of scan. 

ScanOrder Required Controlled vocabulary:  
top frame first, bottom frame 
first, progressive 

1 Differentiates interlaced types. 

ColorSubSampling Optional Enumerated: 4:1:1, 4:2:0, 4:2:2, 
4:4:4 

0-1 Chroma subsampling method. 

SubtitleLanguage Required if 
embedded 
subtitle present 

xs:language 0-1  This indicates the presence of a subtitle embedded the 
video stream, either closed (EIA-608B) or rendered 
into the video. Subtitles in separate tracks should be 
included in a SubtitleInfoBlock. 
The field is empty if there are no embedded subtitles. 

IntegralSubtitleType Required if 
embedded 
subtitle present 

Controlled vocabulary:  
closed caption, rendered, other 

0-1 Type of integral subtitle. 

3.7.6 ENCODING DETAILS 

This describes the video encoding details. This is equivalent to md:DigitalAssetVideoEncoding-type. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

Codec Required Enumeration 1 Video codec such as H.264, Sorenson 3. 
MPEGProfile Optional Enumeration: SP, MP, SNR, Spatial, HP, 422, MVP, 

CBP, BP, MP, XP, HiP, Hi10P, Hi422P, Hi444P 
0-1 MPEG-2 (SP, MP, SNR, Spatial, HP, 422, MVP) or MPEG-4 

profile (CBP, BP, MP, XP, HiP, Hi10P, Hi422P, Hi444P) 
MPEGLevel Optional Enumeration: LL, ML, H-14, HL, 1, 1b, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 

2, 2.1, 2.2, 3, 3.1, 3.2, 4, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1 
0-1 MPEG-2 (LL, ML, H-14, HL) or MPEG-4 (1, 1b, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2, 

2.1, 2.2, 3, 3.1, 3.2, 4, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1) level 
BitrateMax Required xs:unsignedLong 1 Maximum bitrate in bits/second 

3.7.7 PICTURE DETAILS 

This is md:DigitalAssetVideoPicture-type. 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

AspectRatio Required Controlled vocabulary: 16:9, 4:3, 
1.85:1, 2.35:1, 1:1 

1 Video aspect ratio of the encoded object, which may differ from that of 
the original. 16:9 is HD, 4:3 is SD, 1.85:1 is 37:20, 2.2:1 is 11:5, 2.35:1 is 
47:20. 
(These should be displayed in any UI, rather than entered manually.) 

PixelAspect Required Controlled vocabulary: 
1:1, 32:27, 8:9, 4:3, 
13:9, 16:15, 10:11, Other 

1 Aspect ratio of a pixel. Square would be 1:1, HDV is 4:3, NTSC is 10:11. 

WidthPixels Required xs:unsignedInt 1 Number of columns encoded (e.g., 1920) 
HeightPixels Required xs:unsignedInt 1 Number of rows encoded (e.g., 1080) 
ActiveWidthPixels Optional xs:unsignedInt 0-1 Must be <= WidthPixels 
ActiveHeightPixels Optional xs:unsignedInt 0-1 Must be <=HeightPixels 
FrameRate Required xs:string 1 In frames per second. If interlaced, use frame rate (e.g., NTSC is 30), 

not the field rate. 
Progressive Required xs:boolean 1 “true” for progressive 

“false” for interlaced 
ThreeDType Optional Controlled vocabulary: IMAX, 

Real 
0-1 Describes type of 3D picture. Required if ThreeD is true. 

Sample XML for the Picture element: 

  <Picture> 
    <AspectRatio>1:1</AspectRatio> 
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    <PixelAspect>1:1</PixelAspect> 
    <WidthPixels>764</WidthPixels> 
    <HeightPixels>480</HeightPixels> 
    <FrameRate>29</FrameRate> 
    <Progressive>true</Progressive> 
  </Picture> 

3.7.8 INTERACTIVE INFO BLOCK DETAILS 

The encoding can either include all the details of the component itself or use an ID if an object from which it is derived has been registered. If using an ID that 
object must be of Referent Type of Interactive material. The Details structure can be used if the content has not been registered in EIDR. 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

EncodingAgent Required partyDOIType 1 The EIDR party who performed the encoding. 
ComponentReference Optional xs:string of 1-64 characters 0-1 See explanation under “Wrapper Info Block Details”. 
ID Either ID or Details is 

Required 
assetDOIType 1 The ID of the component record, which must be of type 

InteractiveMaterials. 
Details Either ID or Details is 

Required 
n/a 1 For information on its sub-elements, see the 

“Interactive Material Details” section. 
Description Recommended {xs:string of 1-128 characters, 

lang of xs:language} 
1 Explanation of what this block is, why it exists, and 

similar. 

Sample XML for the Interactive Info Block: 

<InteractiveInfoBlock> 
 <EncodingAgent>10.5237/6B56-D1FB</EncodingAgent> 
 <ID>10.5240/5C16-E753-5A6B-3287-56AE-7</ID> 
 <Description lang="en">navigation shell</Description> 
</InteractiveInfoBlock> 

3.7.9 WRAPPER INFO BLOCK DETAILS 

The wrapper describes the assembly of a set of components into a final object. A wrapper can tie together separately registered components; components that 
are described in the same encoding object as the wrapper; or a combination of the two. 

A wrapper can list zero or more components. A component must refer to some encoding information, and can have optional ComponentReference information. 

• ID only: the encoding information is found in the content ID’s referent, as is an optional ComponentReference. 
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• ComponentReference only: the encoding information is taken from a video, audio, subtitle, or interactive component block with that 
ComponentReference in the wrapper’s containing Encoding. It is an error if there is no encoding block with that ComponentReference.  

• ID and ComponentReference: the encoding information is found in the ID’s metadata; the ComponentReference from the wrapper is used, rather than 
any found in the metadata found by indirection.  

For some applications, it is useful to know how the components within the wrapper relate to each other in the context of the wrapper, independent of any other 
relationships they may have among themselves. This information is carried in the ComponentReference fields, and is found as follows: 

• For components that are defined in the same encoding object as the wrapper itself, it is found in the ComponentReference field of the contained 
encoding. 

• For components that are referenced by ID, the information can be either: 

o Provided along with the DOI in the wrapper. 
o Found in the referenced Encoding object. 

Note: For a component that is referenced by ID and has a ComponentReference in both the wrapper and the referenced Encoding object, an application 
should use the information from the wrapper, not from the component. 

The following fields are found in a WrapperInfoBlock: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

EncodingAgent Optional partyDOIType 0-1 The EIDR party who performed the encoding. Informational only, and not 
used for access control. 

ComponentInfo Optional n/a 0-n One for each component of the wrapper. See below for details. 
WrapperType Required Controlled vocabulary 1 The object’s wrapper type, such as Divx, FLV, Ogg. Equivalent to 

md:DigitalAssetContainerType 
Details Optional {xs:string of 1-128 characters, lang 

of xs:language} 
0-1 Describes any extra information about this encoding. 

Component Info Details: 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

ID Optional. Required if no 
ComponentReference 
provided. 

assetDOIType 0-1 The EIDR ID of the component. 

ComponentReference Optional. Required if no ID 
provided. 

64-character 
xs:string 

0-1 The format of the string in ComponentReference is dependent on 
the type of the wrapper. For example, if the wrapper is an MPEG-
2 transport stream, ComponentReference will be a PID. 

Sample XML for Wrapper Info: 

<WrapperInfoBlock> 
  <ComponentInfo> 
    <ID>10.5240/0728-0728-0728-0728-1403-T</ID> 
  </ComponentInfo> 
  <WrapperType>MPEG-2 (TS)</WrapperType> 
</WrapperInfoBlock> 

This case could represent, for example, wrapping pre-existing director’s commentary audio (referred to by ID), which is itself an Encoding, with main audio and 
video into a single MPEG-2 transport stream. 
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3.8 INTERACTIVE MATERIAL 

The base field ApproximateLength should be 0 for this object type. 

The extra metadata when creating an Interactive Material type: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
Details Required n/a 1 See “Interactive Material Details” for information on its sub-elements. 

3.8.1 INTERACTIVE MATERIAL DETAILS 

The following table describes the sub-elements: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
Format Required Enumeration: 

CMX, Flash, BD-J, MHEG, 
HTML5, Unicode, Other 

1 Digital format of the Interactive Material. 

Type Required Enumeration: 
Text, Executable, 
Metadata, Audio, Image, 
Video, Other 

1 Type of interactive component. 

Use Required Enumeration: 
Menu, 
Standalone Game, 
Overlay Game, 
Skins, Interactivity, 
Component, Other 

1 Where the component is used. 

RegistrantPrivate Optional xs:string of 1-128 characters 0-1 Optional information added by the registrant. Although the format and 
meaning of the data can be private to the Registrant, it is visible to anyone 
able to see the object. 
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3.9 LANGUAGE VARIANT 

This child object type should be used on its own only if just the language is changing. If more than the language is changing (such as the video) then the record 
should be an Edit object, with either a Language Variant child or the LanguageVariant information added to the Edit object’s ExtraObjectMetadata.  

Language Variant information can also be added to an existing Clip, Edit or Encoding object. This will create an additional Relationship for the object but not 
change the underlying object type. See the EIDR API Overview for details on adding Relationships. 

The StructuralType for a LanguageVariant can be inherited, but must not be Abstraction. 

The extra metadata in a Language Variant implements a complex inheritance for language information. Unlike other root metadata, the base PrimaryLanguage 
and SecondaryLanguage elements of a Language Variant object cannot be directly altered. Instead, additional languages may augment or replace those of the 
parent as discussed below and in the EIDR API Overview. 

This section describes the extra metadata for a Language Variant: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
Parent Required assetDOIType 1 DOI ID of the parent object, which must have a Referent Type of TV, Movie, 

Short, Web, Composite or Interactive Material; and its Structural Type 
cannot be Abstraction.  

Add Either Add or 
Replace is 
required 

n/a 0-1 Used to add a Secondary Language to the inheritance chain. 

SecondaryLanguage Required if a 
secondary 
language is 
being added 

Empty element with an 
attribute of 
type=secondary 

1-n List of Secondary Languages – see “Language Details”. 

Replace Either Add or 
Replace is 
required 

n/a 0-1 Used to replace the primary language and/or secondary languages of the 
parent in the inheritance chain.  

PrimaryLanguage Required if 
Primary 
Language is 
being replaced 

Empty element with an 
attribute of 
type=primary 

0-1 Primary language – see “Language Details”. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 
SecondaryLanguage Required if 

secondary 
language is 
being replaced 

Empty element with an 
attribute of 
type=secondary 

1-n List of Secondary Languages – see “Language Details”. 

In summary, an Add element must be followed by a SecondaryLanguage element, while a Replace element must be followed by a Primary and/or one or more 
Secondary elements. 

Here is an extract from the FullMetadata XML for a sample second language variant with the same parent that adds Spanish as a Secondary Language (the 
parent is English only): 

<FullMetadata xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema/1.0"> 
  <BaseObjectData> 
    <ID>10.5240/738E-574E-48DE-E7CF-D254-U</ID> 
… 
    <PrimaryLanguage> 
        <Language>en</Language> 
        <Manifestation>audio</Manifestation> 
    </PrimaryLanguage> 
    <SecondaryLanguage> 
        <Language>en</Language> 
        <Manifestation>subtitle</Manifestation> 
    </SecondaryLanguage> 
… 
  </BaseObjectData> 
  <ExtraObjectMetadata> 
    <LanguageVariantInfo> 
      <Parent>10.5240/32D7-A9D7-9BC1-F5A4-ACB4-Q</Parent> 
        <Add /> 
        <SecondaryLanguage> 
           <Language>es</Language> 
           <Manifestation>subtitle</Manifestation> 
        </SecondaryLanguage> 
    </LanguageVariantInfo> 
  </ExtraObjectMetadata> 
</FullMetadata> 

Sample XML of the extra metadata for another Language Variant object where the languages completely replace that in the same parent: 

<ExtraObjectMetadata> 
  <LanguageVariantInfo> 
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    <Parent>10.5240/32D7-A9D7-9BC1-F5A4-ACB4-Q</Parent> 
    <Replace /> 
    <PrimaryLanguage> 
      <Language>fr</Language> 
      <Manifestation>audio</Manifestation> 
    </PrimaryLanguage> 
    <SecondaryLanguage> 
       <Language>nl</Language> 
       <Manifestation>subtitle</Manifestation> 
    </SecondaryLanguage> 
  </LanguageVariantInfo> 
</ExtraObjectMetadata> 

So in this example, after the Language Variant object has been successfully registered, the Primary and Secondary Languages in its BaseObjectData element are 
identical to those found in the ExtraObjectMetadata since it was a replacement: 

<FullMetadata xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema/1.0"> 
  <BaseObjectData> 
    <ID>10.5240/E603-E530-1BC8-4925-7E89-P</ID> 
… 
    <PrimaryLanguage> 
      <Language>fr</Language> 
      <Manifestation>audio</Manifestation> 
    </PrimaryLanguage> 
    <SecondaryLanguage> 
      <Language>nl</Language> 
      <Manifestation>subtitle</Manifestation> 
    </SecondaryLanguage> 
  </BaseObjectData> 
… 
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4 OTHER RELATIONSHIPS 

EIDR supports four other optional relationships: 

• IsPromotionOf – for promotional objects such as a trailer. 

• IsAdjunctTo – for ancillary material that might be found on a DVD, such as an outtake or behind-the-scenes feature. 

• IsAlternateContentFor – for alternate content that in synchronized to the main asset, such as audio or an alternate camera angle. (This should not be 
used for translations, which are handled by Language Variants.) 

• IsPackagingOf – for creating a collection of assets that are released together. 

These have two purposes: 

• to aid in locating related assets – the primary purpose. 

• to guide disambiguation.  

In general, these are applied to top-level (root) records. So, for example, a top-level trailer would be a promotion, but an encoding of that trailer would not. 

All of them have two required fields, an ID and an enumerated descriptor (a relationship-specific “class” element), both of which can be queried by value. None 
of them provides inheritance information. These relationships can also be modified and deleted as described in the EIDR API Overview. 

4.1 ADJUNCT 

This can be applied to all Referent Types except Series and Season. 

The extra metadata when creating an IsAdjunctTo Relationship: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

ID Required assetDOIType 1 The EIDR record for which 
this object is an adjunct 
of. 

AdjunctContentClass Required Enumeration: 
Interactivity, Outtake, Making Of, Interview, Music Video, 
Deleted Scene, Behind the scenes, B-roll, Featurette, 
Selected Clips, Other 

1 The type of adjunct. 

Sample XML for Adjunct Content: 
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<AdjunctContentInfo> 
 <ID>10.5240/0CFA-101D-A652-ABDE-02FA-T</ID> 
 <AdjunctContentClass>Outtake</AdjunctContentClass> 
</AdjunctContentInfo> 

4.2 ALTERNATE CONTENT 

This can be applied to all Referent Types except Series and Season. 

The extra metadata when creating an IsAlternateContentFor Relationship: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

ID Required assetDOIType 1 The EIDR record for which this object is 
Alternate Content. 

AlternateContentClass Required Enumeration: 
Descriptive Audio, Camera Angle, Parental 
Control, Censored, Commentary (Director), 
Commentary (Other), Sing Along, Trivia 
Track, Other 

1 The type of Alternate Content. 
"Descriptive Audio" is intended for audio 
description/narrative audio tracks for the 
visually impaired. 

Sample XML for Alternate Content: 

<AlternateContentInfo> 
 <ID>10.5240/B5FE-987F-3A25-0DC9-F56E-9</ID> 
 <AlternateContentClass>Descriptive Audio</AlternateContentClass> 
</AlternateContentInfo> 

4.3 PACKAGING 

An example of a packaging scenario: a packaging relationship can be added to an Edit of a Movie pointing to a Composite that represents a physical DVD release. 
If the trailer for the movie was a bonus item on the DVD, and the trailer was registered in EIDR then it could also have this relationship added to it, again with the 
DVD release as the Parent and DVD as the PackagingClass. 

The extra metadata when creating an IsPackagingOf Relationship: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

ID Required assetDOIType 1 The EIDR record for which this 
object is part of the Packaging. 
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Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

PackagingClass Required Enumeration: 
DVD, BD, HD, SD, Streaming, Streaming (Web), Streaming (Mobile), 
Download (Web), Download (Mobile), VOD, Broadcast, Digital 
Cinema, Other 

1 The type of packaging. 

 

Sample XML for Packaging: 

<PackagingInfo> 
 <ID>10.5240/E334-70A8-9B50-4084-6F8C-0</ID> 
 <PackagingClass>Streaming</PackagingClass> 
</PackagingInfo> 

4.4 PROMOTION 

The extra metadata when creating an IsPromotionOf Relationship: 

Field Category Type Cardinality Notes 

ID Required assetDOIType 1 The EIDR record for which this object is a Promotion 
of. 

PromotionClass Required Enumeration: 
Broadcast Ad, Theatrical Trailer, 
Infomercial, EPK, DVD Trailer, Web, Mobile, 
UGC Site, Radio Spot, Other 

1 The type of promotion. EPK is “Electronic Press Kit”. 

Sample XML for a Promotion: 

<PromotionInfo> 
 <ID>10.5240/1212-3434-5656-7878-0000-Q</ID> 
 <PromotionClass>Theatrical Trailer</PromotionClass> 
</PromotionInfo> 
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